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Abstract: Task descriptions in robotics always provide a level of abstraction in order to simplify the use of robots. Nevertheless, aspects such as execution time determinism and closed-loop control are still essential for industrial-strength robotics systems. For this reason, we propose an approach to combine high-level task description with real-time robot control. At application runtime, coordinated and sensor-guided robot actions are composed using an object-oriented application programming interface. The resulting high-level command descriptions are then automatically transformed into dataflow graphs and executed with real-time guarantees on robot hardware. The approach is illustrated with several examples.

1 INTRODUCTION

When programming robots to perform long or complex tasks, the programmer usually wants to abstract from the technical details of controlling the robot hardware, e.g. hard real-time constraints, closed-loop controllers, or controller parameters. The focus should rather lie on the what aspect of the task (Pires, 2009). For this reason, manufacturers of industrial robots provide proprietary robot programming languages that are usually mainly sequential and allow the specification of a fixed set of motions and simple tool actions. In the research community, task descriptions use different formalisms such as petri nets (Peterson, 1981), a task description language (Simmons and Apfelbaum, 1998) or constraints (Smits et al., 2008), and are covered in various robotics frameworks, however with certain drawbacks.

In the research project SoftRobot, an extensible software architecture (Hoffmann et al., 2009) has been developed to both facilitate the development of robotic applications and keep real-time constraints in mind. This multi-layer architecture (cf. Fig. 1) allows to program industrial robots using a standard, high-level programming language (e.g. Java) and, at the same time, ensures that commands are executed on the robot hardware with real-time guarantees.

The lowest layer is the Robot Control Core (RCC) which is responsible for controlling the robotic hardware and, thus, must be running on a real-time operating system. It is interfaced by and executes tasks described in a data-flow language called Realtime Primitives Interface (RPI) (Vistein et al., 2010). The dataflow language consists of (robotics-specific) calculation blocks which are referred to as (real-time) primitives and are connected by data-flow links to form a graph, referred to as primitive net. During execution of a primitive net, each primitive is evaluated in each calculation cycle. The primitives have known worst-case time complexity and thus allow the execution of the task in a deterministic manner. The calculation scheme and semantics are similar to LUSTRE (Caspi et al., 1987) used in the commercial SCADE Suite1 for safety-critical embedded software.

Figure 1: Robot application are programmed against the Robotics API. High-level commands specified using the Robotics API are automatically transformed into dataflow graphs at runtime and executed with real-time guarantees.

A reference implementation of an RPI-compatible RCC (Vistein et al., 2010) was developed using OROCOS (Bruyninckx, 2001) and Linux with Xenomai real-time extensions.

The ControlShell (Schneider et al., 1998) framework employs an approach similar to RPI regarding the dataflow structure of programs. Considering the overall architecture, ControlShell however focuses on manual programming of these dataflow programs, in combination with a state machine extension, and provides a toolchain for that purpose. In contrast, the RPI layer in the SoftRobot architecture is intended to provide a set of fine-grained, reusable and combinable primitives. Primitive nets are intended to be generated by a higher level program rather than created by hand. The fact that the primitive nets are interpreted by the RCC rather than compiled to a target platform distinguishes the architecture from many other frameworks like ORCCAD (Borrelly et al., 1998) or MissionLab (MacKenzie et al., 1997). The interpretation approach allows to modify high level commands in the application depending on the current situation.

On top of RPI, a Java implementation is providing the Robotics API (Angerer et al., 2010), an object-oriented, extensible application programming interface for robot applications. The Robotics API contains an open domain model of (industrial) robotics describing the available actuators and devices, as well as possible actions and tasks, and also includes ways of maintaining a world model of the relevant parts of the environment. The Robotics API allows to specify actions to be executed by actuators, which are then transformed into a graph of (real-time) primitives, and executed on the Robot Control Core.

To describe more complex tasks where multiple actions have to be executed with given timing requirements and real-time guarantees, multiple commands are combined into real-time transactions. Such transactions are composed and configured using the Robotics API, and are then automatically converted into primitive nets. This conversion transforms various commands and their defined start and stop conditions into one dataflow graph. This transformation is vaguely related to the approach of André (André, 1996a), (André, 1996b) where state machine descriptions of systems are expressed in a dataflow language. However, the transformation described and used in this publication deals with more general task descriptions and particularly takes into account some robotic-specific requirements.

The Robotics API targets the same use cases as the manufacturers’ robot programming languages (such as the KUKA Robot Language or RAPID from ABB), but provides greater flexibility and functional-

ity. In contrast to ROS\(^2\), where the actionlib package allows the specification of tasks but does not include any real-time event handling or execution, our proposed approach respects real-time requirements through the use of RPI. In OROCOS, tasks (Soetens and Bruyninckx, 2005) are executed with real-time guarantees, but flexible ways to coordinate different actions are missing, and use in large-scale (enterprise) applications is hard where integration (e.g. into service-oriented architectures) or rapid programming of robotic cells is important.

In this paper, we concentrate on how the high-level command structure defined using the object-oriented Robotics API is translated into RPI primitive nets. However, the ideas can also be applied to other component frameworks for robots, to automatically deploy or configure the components and connections required for certain actions or tasks. As a prerequisite, Sect. 2 describes the basic Robotics API concepts, and Sect. 3 goes into details about how robot commands are built and composed. Sect. 4 presents the main ideas applied when transforming basic Robotics API concepts into executable dataflow graphs. Subsequently, Sect. 5 explains the remaining transformation steps for high-level commands. Finally, Sect. 6 describes experimental results and Sect. 7 gives a conclusion and an outlook.

2 THE ROBOTICS API: BASIC CONCEPTS

When describing robot activities in the Robotics API, the activity is split into an action and the corresponding actuator.

An action is a description of what to do, independent from the concrete actuator instance that will execute it. Semantically, actions can be separated by the type of actuator they can be applied to, e.g. into tool actions (such as open and close for a gripper) or motions (such as linear, spline or point-to-point motions). From a behavioral point of view, they can be categorized into goal actions (that specify a goal the actuator shall reach anytime in the future) and path actions (that specify values to immediately apply to the actuator). Examples for goal actions are asking a mobile robot to go to a certain position in space (maybe avoiding obstacles on the way), or opening or closing a parallel gripper. Path actions describe trajectories (telling the robot where to be at every time instant), or other processes where the exact path taken matters for the success of the execution.

\(^2\)http://www.ros.org
The actuator (as a specialization of a device) describes and represents a controllable physical object. Note that actuators in the Robotics API (as well as sensors and actions) do not contain implementations for the real hardware (actuators and sensors) or the task execution (actions), but only represent certain code present in the Robot Control Core that will control the described actuator or perform the corresponding task. Hence, the Robotics API objects can be seen as proxy objects for real-time capable driver implementations on the Robot Control Core.

Additionally, states and sensors (cf. Fig. 2) can be used in task descriptions. Sensors represent values that are available (and can change) during the execution of robot tasks. They are provided by “typical” sensor devices, such as laser rangefinders, light barriers, or field bus inputs, as well as by actuators which provide their state (joint angles, Cartesian position). Other sensors might represent values that are controlled from non-realtime Robotics API applications (in cases where no exact timing is required). Furthermore, the results of real-time calculations working on other sensor values are also sensor values. Sensor values provide (sensor) states and can be used in actions, e.g. to describe sensor guarded motions.

States represent certain Boolean conditions of actions, actuators or sensors: Sensor states are either Boolean-value sensors (where the sensor value “true” means that the state is active), or conditions defined on sensor values of other data types. Typical sensor states might be a digital input being on or off, a force sensor exceeding a specified force limit or the fact that an obstacle has been detected by a laser range finder. Action states describe certain progress properties of an action. Examples are states telling that a certain via-point of a trajectory has been passed, or that the action has started or completed (i.e. the first or last set-point has been produced). Actuator states include certain error states of the device (e.g. that the commanded set-point is invalid or that an emergency stop has occurred), and a completion state (whenever the actuator has reached its latest set-point). Based on these basic states, composed states are available, e.g. when another state is not active, when two states are active at the same time, or when another state has ever been active.

Furthermore, the Robotics API supports a world model to be used in actions and as sensors, which can be seen as an independent extension to these basic concepts and is not covered in this publication.

3 COMMANDS IN THE ROBOTICS API

Robot tasks (with real-time requirements) in the Robotics API are expressed as commands (cf. Fig. 3). Such commands abstract from the concrete job performed, and provide a common interface that allows to start, stop, cancel or monitor the command.

A robot task consisting of an action for an actuator is encapsulated as a runtime command. When multiple (runtime) commands are to be executed with given timing requirements, they have to be composed into transaction commands. Each transaction command contains a set of initial commands (optionally with start conditions) that will be executed once the transaction command starts (if the corresponding start condition holds), and a set of further commands that are executed later based on events.

In the context of a command, event handlers can be defined. These monitor when a certain state (action, device, sensor, composed or command state) is entered, and perform one of the pre-defined effects.
For runtime commands, the following effects are allowed:

- **Stop** forcefully stops the execution of the command, without giving the action or device any chance to clean up or perform any further steps.
- **Cancel** asks the command to stop after bringing the actuator into a secure, stable state. This state must not require any other action to be executed immediately. For a robot motion, Cancel should brake the robot until halt, and then terminate the command.
- **Raise** activates another state (that can be handled in further event handlers).
- **External** effects notify the non-realtime application that the event has occurred. Possible results are starting a Robotics API thread or throwing an exception to allow non-realtime error handling.

Due to their structure, transaction commands additionally allow the event effect **Start** to start a child command of the transaction. Furthermore, **Stop** and **Cancel** can target the transaction command itself or one specified child command. However, stopping another command does not give it time to clean up and can lead to unexpected consequences, thus it should only be used in extreme cases. Instead, cancel is preferred. Stopping a transaction command always stops all child commands immediately, but for cancel requests the transaction command has to be configured how to handle them (e.g. by forwarding them to some of its child commands).

When controlling devices connected via field bus, it is sometimes required to set one value, and then wait for a given amount of time and reset the value. Therefore, a third command type is available: **Wait** commands remain active for the given wait period (unless canceled), and are used to describe defined time intervals between the execution of certain steps. Additionally, by adding event handlers they can also be used to wait for sensor events.

Transaction commands are also allowed to contain further transaction commands as children, so complex command structures can be built, e.g. for combining typical coordination patterns such as parallel and sequential execution.

## 4 TRANSFORMING THE BASIC CONCEPTS INTO RPI

In order to execute Robotics API commands with real-time guarantees, they are transformed into a data-flow graph for cyclic evaluation. The basic idea is to transform the basic building blocks of the commands into corresponding data-flow net fragments with certain responsibilities. These fragments are composed according to given composition rules, leading to a complete data-flow net that can be executed on a Robot Control Core to create the behavior described by the command.

Generally, **states** are described by Boolean data flows, with “true” meaning that the state is currently active. A state data flow is expressed by an output port of a realtime primitive belonging to the net fragment representing the context of the state (i.e. action, actuator or sensor). The primitive net for a composed state uses the Boolean outputs from the underlying states and connects them to realtime primitives that perform the correct computation (e.g. to express logical AND or OR).

Robotics API **actions** just describe what task to achieve (i.e. they only provide goals or open-loop set-points to the actuator), but not how to execute the task (i.e. they do not give differential equations or closed-loop control laws – those would depend on knowing the actual actuator and its state as a feedback). To convert them into primitive nets, the corresponding net fragments mainly have to provide one data flow (of a simple or complex data type) containing the set-point for the actuator. To provide these set-points, the action fragment receives information about the active and cancel state of its context (i.e. usually the runtime command) using Boolean data flow ports, and information about the global motion velocity override factor. It uses (maybe stateful) calculation modules to calculate the set-points that will be passed on to the actuator. Furthermore, the action result contains information about the type of the set-points created, to allow the actuator to choose the right controller to process them. This includes information whether the set-point is to be interpreted as the point to reach in the next execution cycle or as a goal to approach, as well as exact data type information (e.g. that the value gives the target transformation between a point on the robot end-effector and a fixed point in the world). Additionally, the action fragment has to provide Boolean data flows for all the action states that can occur in the action (e.g. progress states and completion when the last set-point has been produced).

The **actuator** implementation has to be able to process set-points and act accordingly to those commanded values. Thus, the actuator net fragment is created based on the type of action result (i.e. set-point) received. The net fragment uses the data received from the action result port, as well as state information about the context (active, cancel, override), and must contain realtime primitives that control the ac-
TUATOR. Usually, it will also contain some kind of calculation and controller implementation whenever the input data cannot be directly forwarded to the hardware. As outputs, the actuator fragment also has to provide Boolean data flows for all possible actuator states (especially actuator errors, and the completed state when the set-point has been reached).

Applying a simple joint space point-to-point motion (action) to a 7-DOF manipulator (actuator) leads to a net structure like the one given in Fig. 4: The action is converted into a fragment containing trajectory generators for each of the joints, reporting the 7 joint positions as set-points, and completion once all trajectories are completed. The device fragment just feeds the input values into the robot control block as new position set-points.

Net fragments for sensors have outputs for all the supported sensor states, as well as one (maybe complex type) output to provide the current value of the sensor. Derived sensors use the result of the underlying sensors, and perform calculations to provide their own value. Typical examples for derived sensors are data type dissectors that extract one component of a complex data type (e.g., the x direction component of a Cartesian force) or calculations performed upon sensors such as addition, subtraction or comparison. The sensor fragment is also responsible for creating the real-time primitives required to forward the sensor value to the Robotics API application if requested (using a best-effort strategy without real-time guarantees).

5 TRANSFORMING COMMANDS INTO RPI

In order to execute a command, the corresponding command fragment has to be created. Therefore, all basic concepts of the command have to be transformed into net fragments, as described in the previous section, and linked as described in the following sections.

5.1 Combining Actions and Actuators

For runtime commands, the action and actuator fragments have to be connected, sometimes requiring data type conversions. To simplify the implementation of action and device fragments, and to facilitate nested actions where the outer action modifies the inner action’s result, the conversions are not part of action or actuator. Instead, both actions and actuator implementations may provide a set of data type converters added to a net fragment in order to perform a “natural” translation between different data types. Typical converters include converting between joint space and Cartesian space, and calculations on transformations and velocities. For example, a transformation convérter could use the given transformation matrix between two frames to calculate the transformation between two other frames using the defined world model, similar to the tf library in ROS. This way, an action providing a desired transformation between the tool center frame and the workpiece frame can directly be used with an actuator expecting joint angles as set-points, using the converters provided by action and actuator.

Converters often appear when working in Cartesian space, e.g., when applying an action “driveTo” to a mobile robot platform. This asks the mobile robot to drive to the given position based on odometry or other position estimation available (without any obstacle avoidance algorithms).

Figure 5 shows the result of transforming the action and the actuator: The action is transformed into a value generator fragment that reports the destination position (as configured in the driveTo action), and the value “true” for the completion port. The robot part mainly consists of one block that accepts Cartesian velocities for the robot (that are internally converted

http://www.ros.org/wiki/tf
to wheel velocities). Additionally, to accept goal positions the robot needs a controller to convert goals into small steps. In this case, a proportional controller is added that uses the goal position and the estimated current position to calculate a velocity for the mobile robot, and reports “completed” once both positions are sufficiently equal. Additionally, a frame transformation converter is used as the action does not describe the goal position of the robot in the origin of odometry, but in some other coordinate system.

### 5.2 Transforming Runtime Commands

For the transformation of a runtime command, a net fragment has to be created that contains input ports for start, stop and cancel to control the life cycle of the command. Additionally, the net fragment has an input for the global velocity override, and contains the net fragments for the command contents (i.e. action and actuator fragment). Apart from this, command fragments are self-contained and only have to provide Boolean output ports for states that occur during execution of the command (especially the command states active, started and complete).

Command fragments have to calculate an activation state based on the values from the start and stop inputs (and possibly inner event handlers, see below), and forward this active state as well as cancel and override to the child fragments, such as action, actuator, sensor and composed state fragments. Continuing the example of Fig. 5, the runtime command combining the action and actuator is converted into a primitive net:

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure 6: Transformation result for entire Platform.DriveTo command.

Both the action and actuator fragment are connected to the command activation part (as shown in Fig. 6) which controls the active and cancel states of the command. To make the command stop when action and actuator are completed, their outputs are connected to the stop input of the command activation. Connecting the completed states of action and actuator to the stop port of the command leads to a cycle in the net data flow. To avoid such cycles in the net structure (which would make a topological sorting of the net and thus calculating an evaluation sequence for the primitives impossible), the effects of all event handlers (here the link to the Activation fragment’s Stop port) are only forwarded in the next execution cycle. This avoids cycles, but still guarantees that re-actions to sensor events are executed in the evaluation cycle following the occurrence of the event (e.g. in the next millisecond for 1kHz).

Command fragments provide ports for command and sensor states as well as composed states. Additionally, runtime commands contain the action and actuator fragments, and thus provide ports for action and actuator states (forwarded from the corresponding inner net fragment).

Event handlers react once the given (handled) state and the command carrying the event handler (context) is active, triggering the defined event effect. The available event effects can mainly be split into three different types:

- **External effects** are expressed by real-time primitives that just propagate the monitored state or event to the Robotics API application.
- **Local effects** such as stop or cancel (applied to the same command the event handler belongs to) contribute to the internal state calculation of the command fragments: When a stop occurs, the command has to be stopped even if there is no external stop request on the stop input of the fragment. Thus, such events are connected to the corresponding port of the Activation part of the command fragment.
- **Raise effects** must ensure that the event handlers for the raised state are executed. This is implemented by returning the state handled by the Raise effect as an additional reason for the raised state (linked using a Boolean OR).

As a final step to execute a command, the command fragment’s inputs have to be connected. Therefore, it is enough to connect the Stop input to “false” and Start to “true”. Additionally, the Cancel input has to be connected to the cancel primitive (notifying about an external cancel request for the primitive net), and a Termination primitive is required telling when the net has completed. To achieve that, the command’s completed state (i.e. Boolean output) is used. When ignoring all the intermediate structure of net fragments and including just the primitives and links, the entire representation is reduced to an executable primitive net carrying the semantics of the given command.
5.3 Transforming Transaction Commands

Command fragments for transaction commands have a similar structure, but contain command fragments for all child commands instead of action and actuator fragments.

The transformation of a transaction command with event handlers is shown in the next example, a transaction controlling a parallel gripper. The gripper is assumed to be connected to digital field bus inputs and outputs. To open the gripper, a transaction command is used that first sets the “open” digital output to true, then waits for a rising edge on the “position reached” input, and resets the “open” output to false. Additionally, when the command is canceled, the “open” output is also reset to false.

The resulting net structure is depicted in Fig. 7. It mainly consists of an activation part similar to the one shown for runtime commands, and the fragments created for the child commands which have a structure similar to the one shown in Fig. 6. The transaction command stops itself once none of the child commands is active any more.

To implement the local stop event effect on transaction command, all child commands are stopped (via their stop input). However, the cancel effect is not directly handled or automatically forwarded to the child commands, but the cancel event handlers for the transaction command are triggered (that may explicitly forward the cancel request to some of the children). In addition to these event effects and the ones described for runtime commands, transaction commands allow `start`, `stop` and `cancel` to be applied to their child commands. These events trigger the corresponding input of the child command, using delayed links. In the example, the children are connected by such delayed links representing the event handlers used to specify the execution order of the commands. If multiple reasons lead to a certain effect on a command (here the external cancel request and the sensor event both cancel the wait command), these reasons are combined in a disjunction.

As transaction command fragments contain fragments for their child commands, they also provide ports for their states. This allows to add event handlers to a transaction command that react to states or events that occur in commands nested deeper in the command structure.

5.4 Transformation Algorithm

Algorithm 1 gives an overview over the mapping process for commands:

Algorithm 1: transformCommand(c: Command).

```java
activation ← createActivation()
if c is RuntimeCommand then
    action ← transformAction(c.action)
    device ← transformDevice(action, c.device)
    connect(action.result, device.input)
else if c is TransactionCommand then
    for all cc: child commands do
        child ← transformCommand(cc)
    for all h: event handlers do
        if h affects cc then
            event ← transformEvent(h.event)
            connect(event, child.activation)
        end if
    end for
end if
for all h: event handlers do
    if h affects c then
        event ← transformEvent(h.event)
        connect(event, activation)
    end if
end for
for all conn: connections do
    if conn.from.type ≠ conn.to.type then
        addConverter(conn)
    end if
end for
```

First the activation part and the command contents are created. For runtime commands, this includes transforming the action and device as described in Sect. 5.1, for transaction commands the child commands are transformed recursively and connected as described in Sect. 5.3. After that, all event handlers are transformed and connected as given in Sect. 5.2, and all required data type converters are added and connected.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To show the feasibility of our approach, we developed a reference implementation, and used it in multiple examples. With this implementation, we are able to successfully execute the commands presented in this paper as well as much larger real-time transactions. Force controlled manipulator motions with synchronized tool actions, resulting in primitive nets with up to 1000 calculation primitives, can reliably be evaluated at a 1 kHz rate.

Our first example called Factory 2020 uses this approach to control a Segway mobile platform and two KUKA lightweight robots (Bischoff et al., 2010) in a future factory scenario. It is programmed entirely in Java using a service-oriented architecture. This example includes the driveTo command from Fig. 5 applied to the Segway platform, as well as complex command structures for the two lightweight robots. It makes heavy use of the torque sensors integrated into the robot axes that can be easily programmed through the Robotics API:

- The exact location of workpiece container delivered by the mobile platform is determined by moving the robot until contact. Therefore, a robot motion command is built, and an event handler is added that stops the command once the force sensor of the computed end-effector force exceeds a given limit.
- When loosening or tightening screws, the robot uses compliance to follow the screw motion and maintain the required pressure. To achieve this, transaction commands are used to coordinate and synchronize the screw driver actions (that can be expressed by switching digital outputs) and the robot motion (that uses the Cartesian compliance mode of the underlying lightweight robot).

Additionally, both lightweight robots cooperatively carry the workpiece containers from the mobile platform to the working area (as shown in Fig. 8), requiring real-time synchronization of both robots. This is achieved by creating the same motion command for both robots (i.e. describing the same Cartesian path) using different motion centers, and placing both commands into one real-time transaction as start commands.

In this scenario, we reduced the execution frequency to 500 Hz, as some of the more complex primitive nets, especially when controlling both robots simultaneously, exceeded 1 ms computation time.

The second example, PortraitBot (Fig. 9), contains two lightweight robots that cooperatively draw a portrait captured from a webcam. The first robot is holding the drawing area, while the second draws the edges detected in the webcam image. As the first robot is allowed to move during drawing, this example contains full motion cooperation (as opposed to the pure synchronization in the first example). From the programmer point of view, it is not important that the drawing area can move, as the required transformation calculations are automatically added through the converters described in Sect. 5, as long as the frame graph in the Java application is set up correctly (i.e. the drawing area frame is attached to the first robot’s flange frame).

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described an extensible framework, the Robotics API, for defining robot tasks in a non-realtime context, including the concepts required to specify sensor-guided actions and real-time
reaction to specific events. This framework allows to define real-time transactions where multiple steps have to be executed with timing constraints in a given sequence or as reaction to certain events. Furthermore, this approach incorporates means to specify safe strategies that are to be applied when errors occur or the task was canceled. Based on these high-level command descriptions, we introduced an algorithm to transform them into a low-level dataflow language, so that they can be executed on a robot controller with real-time guarantees.

Upon this foundation, high-level features such as advanced error handling on the non-realtime side can be implemented and provided. To achieve this, real-time reaction to error events within transaction commands is used to bring the robot into a stable state, and an exception on the Java side is thrown to invoke error handling in the application. Furthermore, we have experimented with strategies to safely switch between two real-time transactions while the robot is still in motion. For industrial robots, this can be used to change the executed task without requiring the robot to stop during the task switch (e.g. for blending motions). We are also currently working on ways of describing the robot transactions and command coordination in an even more user-friendly way, such as through recurring patterns and graphical editors for state charts or flow charts.
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